
Experience the RENAULT KOLEOS    
at www.renault.co.za
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Renault Customer Care Direct Line: 0861 RENAULT or 0861 736 2858
Renault South Africa (Pty) Ltd. reserves the right to modify its models without notice, likewise their characteristics, equipment and accessories.

Renault recommends

www.renault.co.za

RENAULT KOLEOS



Assert
your
demands
Renault Koleos broadens your outlook. A previously unseen 

alliance of power and refinement, its assertive design pushes 

the boundaries of what is expected and expresses itself with 

innovative style. Its confident stature inspires respect.

An SUV with large shoulders and muscular side panels, its robust 

front end, broad tyres and large wheelbase give it the look of 

a partner that can rise to any challenge and take you further, 

whatever route or adventure you want to pursue.

Renault Koleos is a bold step forward in automotive design and 

technology. With space that exceeds expectations and levels of 

comfort and finish that make every journey a pleasure.

Features and images may vary and be optional depending on model, and are subject to change without notice.



The art of
drawing attention

Renault Koleos embodies new aspirations. Charismatic, 

with a sense of detail and personality enhanced by its sleek 

appearance and athletic curves. The chrome inserts that 

start at the headlamps underline the vehicle’s dynamism 

and strength of character in an elegant and singular fashion. 

The striking forms of the full LED lighting signature attract 

attention and make an impression. Right down to the robust 

look of the 18 inch alloy wheels, Koleos reflects your desire to 

get ahead.

Features and images may vary and be optional depending on model, and are subject to change without notice.



As soon as you settle on board, you already feel as 

if you are somewhere else. Nothing here is left to 

chance. Everything is a step above: the materials, 

the satin finish on the chrome inserts, and the 

finely stitched leather*. The driver’s seat surrounds 

you in reassuring comfort.

Drive an SUV that offers you all of the advantages 

of an upmarket sedan. The raised seating position 

lets you master the road, and the architecture 

of the driving position bordered by the central 

console reinforces the feeling of protection. Grab 

handles serve as a reminder you’re in a real SUV.

True refinement, for your pleasure on every 

journey.

*Bovine leather.

The journey
starts with
the interior

Features and images may vary and be optional depending on model, and are subject to change without notice.



The technology provides you with all the new 

on-board experiences that Renault has to offer. 

A complete, intuitive universe of instant pleasure 

awaits you in the Koleos. Immerse yourself in a rich 

acoustic experience delivered via the premium 

Arkamys 3D Sound System.

The Koleos range features Apple CarPlay® and 

Android Auto® for a better experience. It’s a 

’capacitive’ touchscreen, which means it’s easy to 

use. Simply drag, pinch, or swipe to navigate the 

same way you would on a tablet or smart phone. 

After all, good technology makes life simpler, not 

more complicated.

Configure the display on the «TFT» (Thin-Film 

Transistor) screens on the dashboard, and choose 

your information using the 5 themes on offer with 

the Welcome Sequence and lighting signature 

illumination, the complete lighting environment in 

the cabin will harmonise. Go further and explore 

the intuitive world of the R-LINK 2 connected 8.7 

inch tablet, fully control the vehicle’s functions 

including multimedia, navigation, telephony, radio 

and driving assistance systems.

Renault Koleos rises to the challenge: it offers you 

the best technology which is easy to use!

Features and images may vary and be optional depending on model, and are subject to change without notice.

Intuitive technology,
instant pleasure



Renault Koleos is ambitious just like you, and 

takes every aspect of you and your passengers’ 

comfort into account, offering both space and 

generous legroom.

A compartment for keeping your drinks hot or 

cold can be found at the front cabin. Well-being 

is everywhere for everyone on board Koleos.

Every detail of the interior has been carefully 

considered with clean lines and superior 

finishes with the inviting and enveloping driving 

position of an SUV for you to master all roads. 

Welcome to comfort that goes the extra mile.

Features and images may vary and be optional depending on model, and are subject to change without notice.

Every aspect
of comfort



Freedom 
of movement
You approach and it reacts, switching 
on daytime running lights, unlocking 
doors, and extending door mirrors.

Do you need to load luggage? 
Use your remote key or place your 
foot underneath the rear bumper; 
the motorised tailgate opens 
automatically providing you with 
access within just 5 seconds to the 
464 litre luggage compartment.

Organise modular space to your 
requirements in a single movement 
with the Easy Break system. The 
rear seats fold down to create a 
flat floor space. The low loading sill 
makes it easier to place your more 
cumbersome items inside.

Renault Koleos, live the unexpected.

Features and images may vary and be optional depending on model, and are subject to change without notice.



Driver assistance Safety tech 

Enjoy your journey, while the Renault Koleos 
makes your drive safer and more relaxed, 
with well engineered driver assistance 
intuition.

Drive with peace of mind on every adventure! 
Renault Koleos is on top of safety, extensively 
equipped with intuitive accident protection 
and prevention technologies.

Adaptive airbags that protects with multi-stage, 
variable force deployment airbags. This variable 
deployment is determined by the severity of the 
accident and proximity of the driver and front 
passenger to the dash or steering wheel. Renault 
Koleos also features lateral pelvis and chest level 
airbags for front occupants, and curtain airbags for 
the entire cabin.

Automatic locking when driving, or leaving the car, 
Renault Koleos will automatically engage the door 
locks, never leaving you exposed.

Starting the Renault Koleos on steep slopes is no worry. When you take 
your foot off the brake, hill-start assist takes over and holds the vehicle 
steady for two seconds. This gives you time to accelerate normally 
without stalling or rolling back.

Your drive is covered by front and rear parking sensors with rear 
parking camera. The touchscreen display lets you know with visual 
guidelines and audible warnings when moving or static objects are too 
close for comfort.

Vehicles entering your blind spot are detected by a befitting blind 
spot warning system. An indicator light located on each wing mirror 
warning you of potential hazards.

Features and images may vary and be optional depending on model, and are subject to change without notice.



Note: Printing limitations do not permit subtle paint shades to be shown with complete accuracy.Features and images may vary and be optional depending on model, and are subject to change without notice.

WHITE SOLID (NM)

TITANIUM GREY (MP)

HIGHLAND SILVER (MP)

MEISSEN BLUE (MP)

chromo zone

NM: Clearcoat Opaque
MP: Metallic Paint



* Bovine leather. The seats are completely upholstered in pigmented corrected grain leather/calfskin on the front side 
of the seat cushion, the seat back, the headrests and the side impact bars. The other parts are covered in coated textile.

Exterior Appearance
•  Automatic LED daytime running lights 
•  Grille with chrome trim
•  Body-colour door mirrors
•  Chrome exterior door handles
•  Longitudinal roof bars

Seats and Interior Environments
•  Leather steering wheel 
•  Upholstery (Fabric - Black)
•  Sunvisor with mirror

Active and Passive Safety
•  ABS (Anti-lock Braking System)
•  EBA (Emergency Brake Assist)
•  Electronic Stability Control (ESC) with Hill Start Assist
•  Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD)
•  Driver, front passenger & curtain airbags
•  Isofix 3-point seat attachment system
•  Side impact beams
•  Front & rear bumper protection

Dynamique = Expression +

Exterior Appearance
•  Satin front skidplate

Seats and Interior Environments
•  Leather seats* electric adjustable

Active and Passive Safety
•  Blind spot warning 
•  Tyre pressure monitor

EXPRESSION 4X2 DYNAMIQUE 4X2

creative workshop

Interior environment Interior environment

Visibility
•  Pure Vision LED headlights
•  Electrochrome rearview mirror
•  Electronic folding door mirrors

Comfort
•  Hands-free keycard
•  Driver’s seat: Power function (slide + reclining + lifter)
   + lumbar adjustment.
•  Passenger seat: Power (slide + reclining + lifter)
•  Rear fixed bench seat - easy folding
•  Hands-free power tailgate

Driving and Control Equipment 
•  Front, rear & side parking sensors
•  Reversing camera
•  LED dashboard with ambient lighting
•  Atmospheric interior lighting
•  Electronic parking brake

Intelligent Technology
•  R-Link 2. 8.7” capacitive touch screen 
   with A/C control/display
•  USB connectivity plugs, front.                  
   (including iPod + 1 jack + 2 rear USB charging plugs)
•  Eco-Drive + Eco-Scoring with rear view camera

Wheels & Tyres
•  18” Two-Tone  Alloy wheels

Visibility
•  Auto headlights and windscreen wipers
•  Cornering foglamps

Comfort
•  Air conditioning with rear seat ducts (Automatic dual-zone)
•  Air vents for rear passengers
•  Electric windows front/rear
•  Retractable key
•  Central door locking
•  Steering wheel adjustable for height and reach
•  Sliding central armrest with storage compartment
•  Grab handles x 2 (driver & passenger sides)
•  Cup holders in centre console x 2
•  Cooled/warmed cupholder
•  Driver’s seat: Manual function (slide + reclining + lifter) 
   without lumbar adjustment.
•  Passenger seat: Manual (slide + reclining)

Driving and Control Equipment 
•  Cruise control and speed limiter
•  Rear parking sensors
•  LED dashboard

Intelligent Technology
•  R-Link 2. 7” touch screen
•  USB connectivity plugs, front. (including iPod + 1 jack)
•  Handsfree phone (with graphics) 
   and audio/photo streaming via Bluetooth®

•  Arkamys® 3D sound (4 boomers + 4 tweeters)
•  Eco-Mode
•  Smartphone mirror function for 
   Apple CarPlay® / Android Auto® 
•  Intuitive voice command

Wheels & Tyres
•  18” Argonaute Alloy wheels
•  Full size spare wheel (steel)

Features and images may vary and be optional depending on model, and are subject to change without notice.



ENGINE 2.5 16V 4X2 CVT
Emission control standard and type Euro 5
Engine air supply Normally aspirated
Capacity (cm3) 2 488
Number of cylinders / valves 4 in-line / 16
Peak power kW 126
Peak power rating (rpm) 6 000
Peak torque Nm (Nm) 233
Peak torque rating (rpm) 4 000
Type of injection Sequential multi-point 
Fuel Petrol
Catalytic converter Yes
Eco Mode Yes
TRANSMISSION 
Gearbox type New X-Tronic CVT 7-speed
STEERING
Type Electric Power Steering
Turning circle between kerbs (metres) 11.4
WHEELS AND TYRES
Wheel size rims 18"
Tyre size 225/60 R18
BRAKING
ABS Standard
EBA (Emergency Braking Assistance) Linked to ABS
EBD (Electronic Brakeforce Distribution) Linked to ABS
ESC (Electronic Stability Control) With traction control
PERFORMANCE
Top speed (km/h) 185.4
0-100km/h (s) 9.5
400m stopping distance (s) 17.1
1,000m stopping distance (s) 31.6
CONSUMPTION AND EMISSIONS
CO2 (g/km) 188
Urban cycle (cold start - L/100km) 10.4
Extra-urban cycle (L/100 km) 6.7
Full cycle (L/100 km) 8.1
CAPACITY
Fuel tank (litres) 60
Boot Volume (litres) 464
WEIGHT (KG)
Tare weight (kg) 1 498
Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) (kg) 2 101
Gross Combination Mass (GCM) (kg) 3 601
Max. Trailer Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) (kg) 1 500
Max. Unbraked Trailer Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) (kg) 749
Max. Trailer + Overrun & Park Brake Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) (kg) 1 498
Max. Trailer + Service & Park Brake Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) (kg) 1 500

Features and images may vary and be optional depending on model, and are subject to change without notice.

freewheel: vehicle specifications

* Fuel consumption and CO2 emissions are certified using a standard, regulated method. It is identical for all manufacturers and allows vehicles to be compared. 
   Fuel consumption in actual usage depends on the vehicle’s usage conditions and equipment and the driver’s driving style.    



EXPRESSION CVT (4X2) DYNAMIQUE CVT (4X2)
COMFORT
Air conditioning with rear seat ducts Automatic dual-zone Automatic dual-zone
Air vents for rear passengers • • 
Electric windows front/rear • • 
Retractable key • -
Hands-free keycard - • 
Central door locking • • 
Hands-free power tailgate - • 
Steering wheel adjustable for height and reach • • 
Sliding central armrest with storage compartment • • 
Grab handles x 2 (driver & passenger sides) • • 
Cup holders in centre console x 2 • • 
Cooled/warmed cupholder • • 
Driver's seat: Manual function (slide + reclining + lifter)
without lumbar adjustment. Passenger seat: Manual (slide + reclining) • - 

Driver's seat: Power function (slide + reclining + lifter)
+ lumbar adjustment. Passenger seat: Power (slide + reclining + lifter) o •

Rear fixed bench seat - easy folding o • 

INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGIES
R-Link 2. 7" touch screen • - 
R-Link 2. 8.7" capacitive touch screen with A/C control/display - •
USB connectivity plugs, front. (including iPod + 1 jack) • -
USB connectivity plugs, front. (including iPod + 1 jack + 2 rear USB charging plugs) - •
Handsfree phone (with graphics) and audio/photo streaming via Bluetooth® • •
Arkamys® 3D sound (4 boomers + 4 tweeters) • •
Eco-Mode • • 
Eco-Drive + Eco-Scoring with rear view camera - • 
Smartphone mirror function for Apple CarPlay® / Android Auto® • •
Intuitive voice command • •

WHEELS & TYRES
18" Argonaute Alloy wheels • - 
18" Two-Tone Alloy wheels - •
Full size spare wheel • • 

WARRANTY / SERVICE / MAINTENANCE
5 Year / 150 000km mechanical warranty • • 
6 Year anti-corrosion warranty • • 
15 000km service intervals • • 
5 Year / 90 000km service plan • • 

EXPRESSION CVT (4X2) DYNAMIQUE CVT (4X2)
EXTERIOR APPEARANCE
Automatic LED daytime running lights • •
Grille with chrome trim • •
Chrome exterior door handles • •
Body-colour door mirrors • •
Longitudinal roof bars Satin Chrome Satin Chrome
Front skidplate Black Satin Chrome
Metallic paint o o

SEATS AND INTERIOR ENVIRONMENTS
Leather seats o • 
Leather steering wheel • • 
Upholstery Fabric - Black Leather - Electric adjustable
Sunvisor with mirror • -
Sunvisor with illuminated mirror - •

ACTIVE AND PASSIVE SAFETY
ABS (Anti-lock Braking System) + EBA (Emergency Brake Assist) • •
Electronic Stability Control (ESC)  with Hill Start Assist • •
Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD) • •
Drive, front passenger & curtain airbags • •
Isofix 3-point seat attachment system • •
Blind spot warning - •
Side impact beams • •
Front & rear bumper protection • • 
Tyre pressure monitor - •

DRIVING AND CONTROL EQUIPMENT
Cruise control and speed limiter • •
Front, rear & side parking sensors - •
Reversing camera - •
Blind spot detection - •
LED dashboard • -
LED dashboard with ambient lighting - • 
Atmospheric interior lighting - • 
Rear parking sensors • •
Electronic parking brake - •

VISIBILITY
Auto headlights and windscreen wipers • • 
Pure Vision LED headlights - •
Cornering foglamps • • 
Electrochrome rearview mirror - •
Electronic folding door mirrors -   • 

*Fuel consumption and CO2 emissions are certified using a standard, regulated method. It is identical for all manufacturers and allows vehicles to be compared.
Fuel consumption in actual usage depends on the  vehicle’s usage conditions and equipment and the driver’s driving style.      

equipment & options equipment & options

Features and images may vary and be optional depending on model, and are subject to change without notice.
Standard •     Not Available -      Optional  o

Standard •     Not Available -      Optional  o



Exterior
Side steps 
Dare to be different and treat  yourself to an adventurer’s 
style.  A convenient accessory that  makes it easier to access 
your  vehicle and its roof. They also protect the bodywork  
from small daily impacts.
The pack contains 2 side steps  for the right and left sides.

82 01 720 241

Bicycle rack on towbar 
Whether alone or with several people in the car, take your 
bikes with you everywhere, quickly, simply and safely! Can 
be quickly fitted to the towbar without any adjustments: the 
most practical way  to transport up to 3 bikes. Foldable and 
tiltable, it always leaves the boot  accessible, even when the 
bikes are installed on the bike rack. Several models available 
depending on your needs.

77 11 577 331

Tool-free removable towbar 
Essential for towing or transporting your equipment  in 
complete safety, e.g. bicycle rack, trailer, boat,  caravan, or 
professional gear. Official Renault equipment – for perfect  
compatibility with your vehicle. Thanks to its ball  joint 
that can be easily removed without tools, the  aesthetic 
appearance of your vehicle is maintained. Recommended for 
frequent use.

The pack contains a complete towbar kit (cross  member, 
attachment kit with removable ball joint) wand a wiring 
harness.

82 01 663 737 - Towbar
82 01 667 175 - Harness

Roof storage/locker 
Increase the loading volume of your vehicle  and travel without 
compromise!
Practical, robust and aesthetically appealing – it has all the qualities you 
need. Secured with a lock in order to protect your possessions inside.  
Colour: glossy black.

77 11 575 524

Quick Fix roof bars Aluminium - on longitudinal bars
The innovative QuickFix system makes it quick  and easy to install 
without tools. Ideal for  transporting a bicycle rack, ski rack, or roof 
box, increasing the vehicle’s loading capacity. This official Renault 
equipment meets advanced  safety and resistance requirements. Set of 
two bars with anti-theft system.

82 01 622 100

Boot sill - Stainless steel 
Cover and protect the rear 
bumper with  an aesthetically 
appealing and made-to-
measure accessory. Made of 
polished stainless steel and 
embossed, it adds a designer 
touch to the rear of your vehicle.

82 01 665 650
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Actual accessories may vary from photographs shown and are subject to change without notice.



05

Rear view camera 
Make your manoeuvres more 
comfortably.
In reverse gear, see the area behind 
your  vehicle directly from the navigation 
screen.  The guide lines, superimposed 
on the  image, allow you to evaluate your 
distance  from obstacles and anticipate 
the trajectory.

82 01 653 722
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accessories

Actual accessories may vary from photographs shown and are subject to change without notice.

Interior

Portable smartphone holder - Vent-mounted - Magnetic 
Make full use of your smartphone in complete safety when you are 
driving. Small and discreet, the holder is  incorporated into the design 
of your  vehicle. The magnetic system allows you to  easily attach your 
smartphone to  your car’s air vents. It is removable and can be easily 
transferred from one vehicle to another.

77 11 784 774

Storage nets 
Ideal for arranging the interior of your  boot. Matching the dimensions 
of your  vehicle, they ensure items are perfectly  kept in place during 
your journeys. Available in horizontal and vertical  versions.

82 01 568 849

01

02



dimensions

*Warranty does not cover wear and tear items such as shock absorbers, brake pads, clutch, cam belt, etc.

Contacts to Remember
Customer Care / Renault Assist:
0861 RENAULT (0861 736 2858)
Renault on the web:
www.renault.co.za

Parts Availability
Renault ranks amongst South Africa’s motor industry leaders in affordable parts pricing. 
We strive to ensure an excellent level of parts availability at our Renault Dealerships.

5 Year / 150 000km Warranty
With a 5 year / 150 000km warranty*, you’re always covered.
Should you experience any mechanical failure resulting from a defect in an original part(s) on your new Renault 
vehicle, Renault will cover the cost of repairs for a period of 5 years or 150 000km.

Service / Maintenance Plans
We offer standard or tailor-made options to suit your needs.

Service Plan
Having a Service Plan reduces the costs of servicing your new car. The price of the Service Plan is fixed when 
you buy your car, so you won’t have to worry about inflationary price increases on labour or parts; for the 
duration of your Service Plan.

Maintenance Plan
Upgrade to a full Maintenance Plan, a comprehensive package that not only covers all your service, maintenance 
and labour costs over a contract period, but also gives you greater peace-of-mind.

24HR Roadside Assistance 
Whatever the emergency, we’ll always be there.
Because your personal safety is of utmost importance to us, help is one phone call away. 
Simply dial 0861 736 2858 for assistance or for a team to be dispatched to you. Our 24 hour Roadside Assistance 
Plan covers all new Renault vehicles for a period of 5 years or 150 000km with an option for extension.

the Renault Promise

Features and images may vary and be optional depending on model, and are subject to change without notice.

BOOT VOLUME (L) Unfolded
Total boot volume (L) 464

DIMENSIONS (mm) Renault KOLEOS
Overall length 4,672
Wheelbase 2,704
Front overhang 929
Rear overhang 1,039
Front track ground 1,591
Rear track ground 1,586
Overall width 1,813 
Overall height, MVDOM 1,667
Height with opened trunk, MVDOM 2,109
Trunk sill height, MVDOM 770


